
Spell Master Grade 5

Developed by teachers and reading specialists, Spell Master Grade 5 teaches over 500 essential 
grade 5 spelling words.  The program's 38 lists teach important spelling patterns for grade 5 such as 
igh, ion, eigh and ough patterns.  Also included in the program is a unit that covers 35 pairs of 
common homonyms.  Additionally, the List Editor allows teachers to individualize their spelling 
program by entering their own word lists.  Each activity is complemented by exciting audio-visual 
content that is certain to capture young minds, ensuring that Spell Master Grade 5 will be of great 
help in developing students' spelling skills.

Targeted Skills

• Spelling and Reading Skills

• Working with Homonyms

• Studying Spelling Patterns

• Comprehension and Context

• Practicing Spelling Rules

Marks Manager

The Marks Manager tracks student progress throughout each program and records the percentage 
score for every activity completed. This feature provides an overview of how well a student is 
progressing and allows the teacher to identify strengths and weaknesses.

• Records students' results automatically as they work.

• Prints reports quickly and easily for sharing with parents and staff.

• Provides summary reports by subject or detailed reports by activity.

• Allows teachers to print reports for individual students or an entire class.

• Stores student marks in one central location for all programs.
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Activity Key - For All Lists of Words

ACTIVITY NAME INSTRUCTIONS

Hear and Match Click on the word you hear then say it.

Alpha Order Type the words from the list in the correct alphabetical order.

Word Shapes I Choose the word that fits into each word shape.

Word Shapes II Type the words that fit into their word shape.

Comprehension Find the word that belongs in the given sentence and click on it.

Word Search Find the hidden word and click on each letter of the word.

Concentration Find the matching words to see a hidden picture.

Word Wizard Click on the letters to uncover the hidden list word.

Word Scramble  I Match the scrambled words with the correct words.

Word Scramble II
Type or click on the letters in the correct order to unscramble the 

word you hear.

What’s Missing
(2 activities) Type the word you hear and fill in the missing letters.

Stomp the Stumpers Choose the correct spelling of the word you hear.

Spelling Bee -
Flashcard Spelling Type the letters of each word that flashes on the screen.

Spelling Bee -
Spelling Dictation Type the letters of the word that you hear.
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Word Lists
1  - Long Vowel Patterns

LIST # WORDS

ai against, brain, captain, daily, dairy, fairness, fountain, painter, repair, tailor

a-e
basement, changeable, courage, female, surface, locate, message, mistake, parade, 

safety

ee eerie, freedom, freeze, kneel, nineteen, pioneer, screen, speech, speed, weekend

ea season, disease, eager, increase, leader, peace, meaning, reason, steal, weakness

long i assign, behind, design, diary, final, giant, iron, microscope, pilot, silent

i-e describe, divide, excite, exercise, organize, pride, quite, slice, surprise, write

oa abroad, approach, cloak, coach, cupboard, goal, keyboard, roar, throat, toad

o-e chose, envelope, explode, promote, prove, remote, scored, suppose, telephone, wrote

u-e cure, excuse, flute, fortune, future, include, reduce, refuse, rude, useful

y as in 
happy activity, anyway, chimney, company, country, difficulty, energy, finally, hungry, noisy

2  -  Tricky Pairs

LIST # WORDS

ll allow, follow, million, pollution, really, swallow, skull, valley, village, volleyball

th athlete, beneath, birth, clothing, earth, fifth, health, either, weather, width

oo
childhood, choose, gloomy, kangaroo, outdoors, proof, raccoon, sooner, cartoon, 

spooky

ea already, weather, breath, breakfast, leather, instead, pleasant, meant, steady

au aunt, automobile, because, caught, daughter, exhaust, fault, laughter, pause, taught

ch batch, dispatch, ditch, fetch, hatch, matches, stitch, stretch, watched

oy annoy, convoy, destroy, employment, enjoyable, joyous, loyal, loyalty, oyster, royal

ou amount, couple, cousin, famous, ground, group, journey, pound, shoulder, southern
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3  -  Silent Letters

LIST # WORDS

ph
alphabet, atmosphere, biography, elephant, geography, graph, nephew, orphan, 

paragraph

ck attack, backyard, lucky, package, picket, rocket, sickness, stock, tracked, trick

igh delight, flashlight, frighten, highway, knight, lightning, mighty, slight, straight

ion
addition, attraction, correction, decision, direction, fashion, invitation, multiplication, 

occasion

eigh eight, eighteen, eighty, freight, height, neigh, neighborhood, sleigh, weigh, weight

ough although, bought, brought, cough, fought, rough, thought, through, tough

silent 
consonant

s
ballet, doubt, fasten, folks, island, knock, limb, listen, often, sign, whistle, written

4  -  Consonant-Vowel Patterns

LIST # WORDS

se course, else, false, horse, loose, lose, tease, promise, sense, verse

ge
agent, average, budge, cabbage, courage, dangerous, engine, judge, stranger, 

voyage

ce advance, balance, bicycle, certain, police, presence, recess, sentence, silence, since

le battle, circle, example, gentle, muscle, rectangle, sample, style, terrible, trouble

qu equal, equator, equipment, liquid, quarrel, quarter, question, quickly, quietly, squeeze
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5  -  R with Vowels

LIST # WORDS

or actor, author, director, doctor, editor, enormous, monitor, ornament, stormy, worthy

are area, aware, beware, carefully, compare, declare, parents, prepare, scare, stare

ure
adventure, creature, measure, furniture, picture, injure, literature, nature, signature, 

temperature

ear appearance, clearly, earliest, disappear, fear, gear, heard, nearly, search, wearing

er
discover, everybody, further, nervous, officer, perform, perfume, perhaps, remember, 

soccer, wonderful

6  -  Spelling Stumpers

LIST # WORDS

list 1 address, answer, argue, awful, believe, carrying, caught, chief, control, crowd

list 2 different, dining, guessed, hoping, hurrying, invited, knee, minute, noise, none

list 3 pastime, planned, shining, whose, special, sugar, thief, toward, travel, vacation
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7  -  Spelling Rules

RULE NAME RULE

I Before E Can’t Fool Me!
I comes before e except after c, or when I hear the long sound of a, 

as in weigh and eight.

Two for One
Nouns that end in ch, sh, x, z, use es to form the plural.  Many 

words that end in o also add es.

O-o-o Say Can you Spell?
For a noun ending in o that has a consonant before it, form the 
plural by adding es.  For music words that end in o just add s to 

form the plural

F-f-f-frustrating!
To form plural for nouns ending in f, fe, or lf, change the f to t and 

add es.

A Little Bit Goes a Long 
Way

A prefix is a word part added to the beginning of a word.  While it 
changes the meaning of the word, it does not change the spelling of 

the base word

The Never Ending Suffix
A suffix is a word part added to the end of a word to change its 

meaning.  Suffixes can often be added to words without changing 
the spelling of the base word.

Beware of Double Trouble
If a one or two syllable word ends with one vowel followed by one 
consonant, then double the final consonant before adding a suffix 

that begins with a vowel such as ing, ed, er, est or y.

Don’t Double Up
If a word ends in two vowels and one consonant, don’t double the 
consonant before adding a suffix.  If a word ends in one vowel and 

two consonants, don’t double the consonant before adding a suffix.

Can’t Spell Without Ya
When a word ends with ce or ge keep the e when adding a suffix 
that begins with any letter other than e y or i.  If the suffix begins 

with e, y or i then drop the e.

E-e-e-nough
Drop the final e when adding suffixes that begin with a vowel such 

as ed, ing, er, able, or ous.

Y Worry?
When adding the last two letters are a vowel and y, keep the y when 

adding an ending.

See “y” Change!
If a word ends in a consonant and y, change the y to i, then add a 

suffix such as es, ed, er, ly, ness or ful.  Always keep the final y 
when adding ing.
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8  -  Homonyms
8.1 - knew, new, knead, need, right, write, plane, plain, due, do, dew
8.2 - our, hour, their, they’re, weather, whether, steal, steel, bean, been
8.3 - grate, great, heard, herd, pair, pare, main, mane, straight, strait
8.4 - peace, piece, scene, seen, passed, past, steak, stake, beach, beech
8.5 - berry, bury, sent, scent, hall, haul, fair, fare, lone, loan
8.6 - marry, merry, real, reel, threw, through, creak, creek, hair, hare
8.7 - caught, cot, break, brake, heal, heel, fur, fir

ACTIVITY NAME INSTRUCTION

Learn the Homonyms Type the correct homonym in the blank in the given sentence.

Match the Meanings Match the words with their correct meaning.

Comprehension Find the word that belongs in each sentence and click on it.

Word Search Find the hidden word and click on each letter of the word.

Word Wizard Try to uncover the hidden list word by clicking on the letters.

Spell the Homonyms Spell the correct form of the word you hear to match the given meaning.
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